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There is indeed much hype about locks items, but does it really matter which ones you select? Also included:
product suggestions, sample hair treatment routines, and ideas for homemade quality recipes. Coils & Curls
The Locks Product Handbook teaches you the key ingredients to look for and explains what they are able
to do for your unique hair type. This reserve teaches you everything you want to know about items for
coils (spiral-formed/afro-textured hair) and curls (S-shaped locks). Are costly products really worth
spending money on? Coils & Curls The Hair Product Handbook Chapter 1: An introduction to locks care
language Chapter 2: The precise ingredients to consider in shampoos, conditioners, and styling products
Chapter 3: Product recommendations and a complete list of important substances Chapter 4: A simple
formula to help you decide if an expensive product is worthy of the money Chapter 5: Help with pressing
combs, mineral oil, and protective styles Chapter 6: Specific hair care routines for organic hair, relaxed hair,
and for growing out a relaxer Chapter 7: Detailed instructions for co-washing, proper flat ironing
technique, safeguarding the hair before swimming, and more
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Recommend this one Packed with very useful information. I will be referring back to this book frequently.
I would recommend this book for anybody going natural and want a quick reference book.. I am learning to
explore new hair styles, and products to see which ones work for me personally, like I said loving it! Maybe
the writer can do more analysis on that subject and make contact with us in her website Every LITTLE
Information Helps. ? I thought that was very informative and I appreciated how they listed the important
ingredients in shampoos and conditioners our hair requirements. I try to learn as much as I can so I can
possess the healthiest hair possible and I found this to be a very useful little read. Not worth the amount
of money Not worth the money. I am now following the recommendations.! After that along with my new
body transformation (after discovering something that helped me with my weight loss goals) and long hair,
I'd end up being on top of the globe! ! I I'm grateful for the advice. coils hair if they are healthful or
severe damaged. If you haven't performed ANY analysis on hair products after that by all means get this
book.. Thanks a lot Nicole! I like the way the writer explains everything clearly and the fact she makes an
overview after every chapter on the very best products + guidelines &! I really like my locks and I don't
care who doesn't. I learned a lot about my organic hair from this book, how to care for it, and manage it,
I am in fact enjoying my natural hair and it has been a boast to my self-confidence aswell.! This book is
okay with cones but various other books on this subject matter recommend staying away from them.!! If

my hair grows by a suitable length within the next two months, then I would give the book 5
celebrities.great item.!!. Curls is a wonderful, informative book. Nicole Harmon breaks everything down in
simple, basic vocabulary for all to comprehend. If you want to find out about ingredients in items and what
they do the writer spells it out genuine well. Nicole also provides you with resources to assist you on your
natural hair care trip. This definitely a must read if you are considering going natural. Good starter Great
information only needed some images some people want visuals sometimes but I liked this and will go back
re continue reading somethings So-so info This book was just a little disappointing for me. There was some
info included that I currently knew.. But, it was slightly repetitive for me. Good info Not really a big book
rather than a lot of information if you don't are completely new to natural hair care at home. Good
ingredients understanding though. I like the actual fact that she helps it be extremely clear that this book
is a starting point and each of us will need to find what works best for us. Five Stars Great readd\ Great
read I love this book especially for a list of inexpensive products to use on your own relaxed or going
natural. I wish there were pictures. :) Good Book putting the recommendations into practice This is an
excellent book to help me begin taking care of my hair properly and perhaps finally getting my hair to grow
beyond my neck. ... from damages because of relaxers I found many extremely useful tips about how I
should take care of my .. The one thing I must research further is the topic of silicone. For a beginner in
the transtioning process to organic hair such as me personally and because my hair is suffering from
damages because of relaxers I came across many very useful tips about how I should take care of my hair
and what products I should be using. Very informative! techniques for a wholesome hair regimen. This
reserve is addressed to all sorts of curly &. It's definitely a go for! Thanks Nicole! Very Satisfied Yes.!
Great Read Coils &!.. .great condition. . Tons of knowledge If you are going natural and trying to learn how
the hair works and grows that is a great book to get.
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